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Air qualitydata from the SoutheasternVirginiaUrban Plume Experiment
conductedby the NationalAeronautics.andSpace Administrationon August 4
and 5, ]977, are presented. The purposeof the measurementprogramwas to
define the characteristicsof the SoutheasternVirginia urban plume with
emphasison the photo-oxidantspecies. The measurementarea was a rectangle
approximately200 km by 60 km centeredin the HamptonRoads area of Tidewater
Virginia. Included in this area are the cities of Norfolk,VirginiaBeach,
Chesapeake,NewportNews, and Hampton. The area is boundedon the north by
Wallops Island,Virginia,and on the south by ElizabethCity, North Carolina.
The major axis of the rectangleis orientedin the southwest-northeastdirec-
tion. The data set presentedincludesaircraftmeasurementsfor ozone,
nitrogen oxides,carbonmonoxide,methane,and meteorologicalparameters
such as dewpointtemperature. Surfacelevel data for ozone are presentedfor
]0 stationslocatedthroughoutthe test area. Comprehensivemeteorological
data from existingNationalWeatherService stationsand speciallocations
selectedfor the urban plume programare summarized. Meteorologicaldata
includesurfaceobservationsof winds, temperature,solar insolation,and
mixing-layerheight as well as aloft observationsof winds and temperature.
The urban plume programwas a combinedeffort of NASA LangleyResearchCenter,
NASA WallopsFlight Center,Virginia State Air PollutionControlBoard
Region VI, and Old DominionUniversity.
INTRODUCTION
The National Aeronauticsand SpaceAdministration(NASA)has for several
years been developingremote sensors (refs.] to 5) for air pollutionapplica-
tions. The goal of many of these sensorsis the detection,from satellite
platforms,of pollutantsin the lower troposphere. Includedin each sensor
developmentprogramis the applicationof the sensor and any associatedtech-
nology to typicalproblemsin the public sector. These applicationsusually
entail operationof the sensor from aircraftplatforms,thus providinga close
simulationof satelliteoperation. The purposeof this evaluationphase is
to obtain applicationexperiencewith each sensor (priorto designingthe
satelliteunit) and to allow user agencies (normallythroughjoint programs
with NASA) to witnessthe use of the sensor and therebyto allow for user
suggestionsabout the design and final applicationof the sensor.
In preparationfor these programsto check out remote sensorsnow under
development,an airbornesamplingprogramwas conductedin August ]977 using
in situ instrumentsto determinewhetherthe urban plume of Southeastern
Virginia is a suitabletest area for applicationtestingof remotesensors.
Airborne in situ measurementsof ozone (03),nitricoxide (NO), nitrogenoxides
(NOx),carbonmonoxide (CO),methane (CH4),and particulateswere used to
define the urban plume. Verificationof the existenceand definitionof the
characteristicsof this urban plume are a prerequisiteto the designof experi-
ments using maturingNASA remotesensingcapability. The airborneprogramwas
coordinatedwith a programof the Virginia State Air PollutionControlBoard
conductedduring the summer of ]977 (Juneto August) to evaluatesurfacelevel
ozone concentrationsin air masses as they are transportedthroughthe
SoutheasternVirginia region.
The purposeof this report is the documentationof the pertinentdata
collectedduring the test program. The measurementprogram is discussed
briefly. Due to the massivequantityof data collectedduring the experiment,
only those data, which in the editors'opinions,are directlypertinentto
the programgoals are presented. Data are presentedwithoutdiscussion. In
each case the editorshave made reasonableeffortsto ensure that the data
suppliedby the variousparticipatingorganizationsand individualresearchers
are valid and within existing state-of-the-artdata reductiontechniques,
accuracy,etc. A discussionof data accuracyand reductionfor the numerous
measurementtechniquesis beyond the scope of this report. Where possible,
appropriatereferencesare cited for the measurementtechniques. Analysis
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ppb parts per billionby volume
ppm parts per millionby volume
SAPCB State Air PollutionControlBoard Region VI
uv ultraviolet
VIMS Virginia Instituteof Marine Science,Wachapreague,Virginia




Locationand topography.-The SoutheasternVirginia area locatedapproxi-
mately 36.8° N. and 76.4° W., in midlatitudeson the east coast has a climate
which is temperate,rainy withouta dry season,and has warm summers. It is
centered aroundHamptonRoads which is one of the largestnaturalport areas
in the world. The cities of Norfolk,VirginiaBeach, and Chesapeakeare located
on the east and southeastsides of the area; NewportNews and Hamptonare on
the northwestand north sides. (Seefig. ].) The northwestand southeast
sides of HamptonRoads containthe larger populationcenters,whereas the
southwesternand northeasternsides have relativelysparsepopulations. The
most densely populatedsectionsin the area are locatedsoutheastof Hampton
Roads along the southernand easternbranchesof the ElizabethRiver.
The topographyof the region is low and flat. For example,the average
elevationabove mean sea level of Norfolkis 5 m. To the southwestof the
region lies the Dismal Swamp, which extends intoNorth Carolina. As one goes
westward,the terrainslopes imperceptiblyupwardsfor approximately240 km;
here the land rises sharplyinto the Appalachians,with elevationsaveraging
]000 to ]200 m above mean sea level. Man has not alteredthe region's topog-
raphy in any marked manner, as very few buildingseven approach]00 m; the
taller structuresare locatedin the southwesternpart of the city of Norfolk.
Climatology.-The effect of the Bermudahigh on the air circulationin
the SoutheasternVirginia region in summerresultsin frequentsouthwestwinds
that are in evidence at all weather stations. Northwestwinds, primarilyan
aftermathof cold fronts,are rare in the summer and when they occur are con-
siderablyweaker than their spring or winter counterparts. A sea breeze is
well in existence;however,it does not extend too deeply inlandas it is
seldom felt at locationswhich are about ]6 km inland. Diurnalchangesare
greatest in summer. A nightlygentle south throughsouthwestprevailingwind
is evident at all weather stations,and is causedby the couplingof the circu-
lation around the Bermudahigh and the night landbreeze. Other wind directions
during the summerare infrequent. Both day calms and night calms are frequent
in summer;wind speedsaverage 4 m/sec during the day and 3 to 3.6 m/sec at
night. For summerwind conditionsin general,little differenceexists between
the individualmonths themselvesor between individualmonths and the summer
average.
Although it does not differ greatlyfrom the two other summermonths, the
month of July deviatesmost from the average. In July the Bermudahigh is
strongestand producesa higher frequencyof day and night southwestwinds than
occurs in June or August. Sea breezesare also slightlyreducedin July since
the warming coastalwaters, togetherwith the closer locationof the Gulf
Stream,reduce the midday temperaturecontrastsbetweenland and water.
Although the frequencyof northwestwinds is low in June and August, it is
reducedeven more during July, the month of highesttemperature. July has
the lowest wind speeds both day and night of any month of the year. The June
and August wind distributionsare quite similar in both directionand speed
and show spring and fall influences,respectively.
Selectionrationale.-The SoutheasternVirginia regionpossessesseveral
featureswhich make it a favorablesite for urban plume studies. The area is
flat with a mean elevationof 5 m above mean sea level. The major emission
areas associatedwith its largestcities (Norfolk,Chesapeake,Virginia Beach,
NewportNews, and Hampton) are encompassedby a square measuringapproximately
40 km by 40 km. This emissionarea is relativelyisolatedin terms of addi-
tional nearby urban sources,being boundedto the east by the AtlanticOcean,
to the north by the ChesapeakeBay and rural EasternShore, to the west by
smallerscatteredmunicipalitiesand rural farm land, and to the south by the
Dismal Swamp. The 40- by 40-km emissionarea has many heavily traveledroads,
numerousmilitarybases,major shippingactivities,several storageand refin-
ing sites for hydrocarbons,and moderateindustrialactivity. Dependingon
the directionof the predominantair flow at the time of measurements,the
area can provideopportunitiesfor study of (a) effect of urban area on ambient
"clean" air, (b) compositeeffect of urban area and ambient"dirty"air, and
(c) downwindcharacteristicsof urban plume over emission-freearea such as
water and rural land masses.
SamplingStrategy
The meteorologicalconditionselectedfor determiningthe characteristics
of the SoutheasternVirginia urban plume was flow from the southwest. Under
this condition,incomingair to the region is readilyCharacterizedafter
having traveledtypically6 to 8 hours since having been influencedby emis-
sions from a major urban (city)source. Similarly,for the southwestflow case,
the air leaving the Norfolk (source)area travels8 to ]0 hours over a rela-
tively emission-freearea (countiesof Mathews,Northampton,and Accomac).
During this time the influenceof Norfolk (urban)emissionson the air parcel
can be studiedwithoutthe complicationof additionalmajor emissionsources.
The samplingarea selectedfor study was a rectangleapproximately200 km
by 60 km, with the major axis orientedalong the desiredsouthwestwind vec-
tor. (Seefig. 2.) This samplingarea was subdividedwith six to seven flight
legs perpendicularto the southwestair flow. These lettered (fig.2) flight
legs providedthe flight paths over which the airbornedata were obtained.
Two aircraft,each equippedfor monitoringdifferentpollutantspecies,sam-
pled the air on the variousflight legs on each of the two test days, August 4
and 5, ]977. Samplingwas performedfrom about 0900 to ]700 EDT on each day.
Approximately]2 surface stations (seefig. 2) providedsupportingdata for
the aircraft flights. The August 4 and 5 samplingprogram focusedon ozone
and its associatedprecursorsalthoughother effluentswere measured. Aircraft
monitoredozone, nitrogenoxides,hydrocarbons,carbonmonoxide,and aerosols
(scatteringcoefficient). Surfacestationsmonitoredozone predominantly.
The sampling strategy for the test area was to determine by aircraft
sampling the effluent concentrations both upwind (flight legs K . L and M . N)
and downwind (flight legs A . B, C . D, and E . F) of the source area (Norfolk).
From these data, the existence of the urban plume can be determined and an
evaluation of the effect of an urban source on the downwind air quality can
be made. Two aircraft, a Cessna 402 and a Douglas C-54, provided the sampling
platforms. The Cessna monitored 03, NO, NOx, and aerosols (Sscat); the C-54
monitored CO continuously and took grab samples of CO and CH 4 for laboratory
analyses. Figure 3 shows the sampling pattern designed for the C-54. This
sampling pattern was performed on each flight leg flown by the C-54. Briefly,
as shown in the figure, the C-54 made a constant-altitude sampling pass start-
ing at the western point of each leg and flying along the leg to the eastern
point. Flight altitude (defined as X in fig. 3) was selected to be below
the mixing-layer height. Flight altitude X was selected prior to takeoff
based on available mixing-layer measurements and was not varied in-flight.
After the sampling aircraft reached the eastern point of the flight leg, it
flew a descending (constant rate) flight from altitude X at the eastern
point to a 460-m (]500-ft) altitude over the western point. At this time
the C-54 proceeded to the next flight leg to repeat the pattern. Altitude
(spirals) profiles of pollutants were made at times and locations selected by
the flight crew based on available time, flight safety, etc. Figure 4 shows
the sampling pattern used by the Cessna on each flight leg. The Cessna pattern
consisted of two constant-altitude sampling passes: western point to eastern
point at altitude X and eastern point to western point at a 460-m altitude.
At both the eastern and western points of the flight leg a spiral (]50 m/rain)
was made between the two altitudes. Flight altitude X was generally the
same for both aircraft with each aircraft sampling different flight legs at
the same time.
The actual flight parameters associated with the August 4 and 5 flights
are shown in tables ] and 2. Shown are the length of each flight leg, the
start and stop times for the sampling pattern, and the flight altitude X.
The airbornesamplingprogramwhich focusedon ozone was coordinatedwith
a programof the Virginia State Air PollutionControlBoard (VSAPCB)that
was designed to evaluatethe ground-levelozone concentrationsin air masses
as they are transportedthroughthis region. The ]2 ground stationsoperated
by the VSAPCB provideddata on the surface concentrationsduring the airborne
data periods. The mixing-layerheight was determinedfrom measurementsfrom
the lidar operated at LaRC and from simultaneousradiosondereleasesby the
NOAA-NWS (at the Norfolk InternationalAirport)and the NASA WallopsFlight
Center. Additionalmeteorologicaldata includingsynopticdata were avail-
able from the NWS network.
MeasurementSystems
Meteorologicaldata.-Meteorologicaldata served two functionsduring
the urban plume experiment: (]) source of the informationfrom which the
staff meteorologistforecasttest conditionsof southwestflow and high ozone
productionand (2) documentationof actualmeteorologyfor the experiments
for assessmentof results. Table 3 summarizesthe availablemeteorological
data includingthe source. The urban plume staff meteorologistwas a loca!
forecasterfamiliarwith both programrequirementsand local meteorological
features.
Surfaceozone monitorin9 systems.-Figure 2 shows the locationof those
sites providingsurfacelevel ozone concentrationin supportof the August 4
and 5 flights. These sites were establishedand managed by the local SAPCB
as part of a summer (June to August)programto evaluatesurfaceozone con-
centrationsof air masses as the air mass moved throughthe Southeastern
Virginia area. Table 4 shows the monitoringtechniqueused and the organiza-
tion responsiblefor the instrumentationfor each site. Surfacewind speed
and directiondata are also recordedat the indicatedlocation. The VSAPCB
also provided as part of their summerprogram,auditsof each site to ensure
instrumentationcalibration. (Seerefs. 7 and 8 for a discussionof the ozone
monitoringtechniques.)
Aircraftmonitorin9 systems.-
DouglasC-54: The DouglasC-54 monitoringinstrumentationincluded
the Differential_AbsorptionCarbon MonoxideMonitor (DACOM)system for con-
tinuousCO measurementsand stainlesssteel and glass containergrab samples
for laboratoryanalysisof O0 and CH4. Reference 9 discussesthe DACOM system
as flown on the C-54. The instrumentis basicallya laser systemmonitoring
O0 along a ]0-m path locatedalong the fuselageof the aircraft. Flight tests
indicateabout a 20-ppb sensitivity(noiselevel) for a ]-s integrationtime.
Approximately70 grab sampleswere taken in supportof the August 4 and 5
missions. Each samplewas analyzedin the laboratoryfor CO and CH4 by Old
DominionUniversitypersonnelusing gas chromatographictechniques. The
techniqueincorporatessamplepreconcentrationwith catalyticconversionof
(30to CH4 and subsequentflame ionizationdetectionof these gases. The method
has sufficientsensitivityand repeatabilityto obtain the concentrationsof
CH4 and CO at ambientclean air levels. Reference]0 describesthe measurement
technique. All 70 sampleswere analyzedby August 12, 1977.
Cessna 402: The basic samplingconfigurationused in the Cessna 402
is describedin reference]1. For the urban plume experiment,the Cessna
was equipped to monitor03, NO, NOx, aerosols (Bscat),and normal flight
parametersincludingdewpoint. All measurementsystemsexcept that for 03
are discussedin the reference. Ozone concentrationswere measuredwith the
chemiluminescenttechnique (commerciallyavailable). The ozone instrument
was located in the rear passengercabin (seeref. ]1) and the air sampling
system of the aircraft includingnose inlet probe (thatsystem describedin
ref. ]] for supplyingsample air to the rear passengercabin instrumentation)
was lined with teflon tubing. Appropriatelaboratoryevaluationof the 03
and NO/NOx instruments,calibrationprocedure,and aircraftsamplinghardware
and procedureswas performed. A discussionof that program is beyond the
scope of this data report. Briefly,the laboratoryprogramincluded investi-
gation of pressure (altitude)effectson instrumentationsensitivity,effluent
losses in the samplinglines, and calibrationrepeatability. Both the NO/NOx
and 03 instrumentswere calibratedusing gas phase titration (ref.]2) trace-
able to a National Bureau of Standardsnitrogenoxide standard. Absolute
accuraciesfor both the NO/NOx and 03 instrumentsare believedto be better
than ±]0 percent.
DATA PRESENTATION
The data obtained during the August 4 and 5 urban plume experimentare
summarizedin this section. The data are presentedin tabularor graphical
formatand in some cases in both formats. The data are presentedwithout
discussionand, where applicable,nonpertinentor redundantdata have been
omitted. As the introductorydiscussionindicated,the purpose of the paper
and this section is to provide formaldocumentationof the urban plume data
and, as such, to serve as the data base for analysisof the experiment.
MeteorologicalData
Figure 5 shows the locationof sites from which meteorologicaldata are
reported. The key of figure 5 shows the type of data collectedat each loca-
tion. Not shown in figure 5 are sites at Salisbury,Maryland (type ] data);
Cape Hatteras,North Carolina;Greensboro,North Carolina;and Charleston,
South Carolina (thelast three,type 2 data).
Surfaceobservations.-Type ] meteorologicaldata (see fig. 5 key) are
shown in tables 5 to ]]. The source of these data is the NationalWeather
Servicenetwork. Figures 6 and 7 show a data plot of the wind speed and
directionfrom these stationsfor August 4 and 5. Table ]2 shows additional
surfacewind speed and directiondata as recordedat type 3 stations. Fig-
ure 8 shows the solar insolationdata recordedat the LaRC site.
Aloft observations.-Tables ]3 to 20 show, for August 4 and 5, the aloft
data taken at the type 2 meteorologicalstations. The sourceof these data
is the rawinsondesroutinelyreleasedtwice daily by the NationalWeather
Service. Figures 9, ]0, and ]] show the wind speed and directiondata for
the three sites closestto the SoutheasternVirginiaarea (WallopsIsland,
Cape Hatteras,and Greensboro)for the releasetimes of 0800 and 2000EDT
(August4) and 0800 EDT (August5). Only data for altitudesup to about
3 km are shown in the figures. Tables 2] to 26 show additionalaloft data
from sites at WallopsIsland and Norfolk InternationalAirport. On each day,
releasetimes at both locationswere approximately]030, ]300, and ]530EDT.
These releaseswere made by NationalWeatherServicerawinsondemeasurement
teams and scheduledby NASA for direct supportof the urban plume experiments.
Mixing-layerheight observations.-Mixing-layerheightsas determined
from lidar data at the LaRC site are shown in table 27. The mixing layer
was determinedon an hourly basis from measurementsof the aerosol-layer
location.
SurfaceLevel Ozone Data
Tables 28 and 29 show the surfaceozone data recordedduring the urban
plume experiment. Each data point representsan hourly averageat each site.
Figures ]2 and ]3 are plots of the tabulateddata. Each hourly averageis
plotted at the midpointof the time interval.
AirborneEffluentData
DouglasC-54 aircraft.-The resultsof the CO and CH4 grab sample measure-
ments are shown in table 30 (August4) and table 3] (August5). The time of
day and the flightaltitudeat which each samplewas taken are shown together
with laboratoryanalysisof concentrationsof CO and CH4. Figures ]4 to ]7
show the locationat which the sampleswere taken. In additionto the data
in the tables,on each day an altitudeprofileover the LaRC site was taken.
Figure ]8 shows the grab sample resultsduring these profiles. Each profile
was flown from about ]230 to ]330EDT each day.
The DACOM CO data obtainedon board the C-54 aircraftare shown in fig-
ures ]9 to 22. Only those data for the descendingportionof the C-54 flight
pattern (seefig. 3) are shown as the constant-altitudedata for each leg
was nearly identicalto the descendingleg. For figures]9 and 2], the data
at the easternpoint of each flight leg were taken at an altitudeof about
600 m and the western point at 450 m with constant-descent-rateflight path
between the end points of each leg. For figures20 and 22 the data at the
easternpoint of each leg were taken at an altitudeof about 900 m with a
descending (constantrate) flight to an altitudeof 450 m at the westernpoint.
DACOM data during the daily (]230 to ]330 EDT) altitudeprofilesat the LaRC
site were invalidbecauseof proceduralproblems.
Cessna 402 aircraft.-Tables 32 to 38 summarizethe ozone data obtained
during the constant-altitudeportions of the Cessna flight plan. (Seefig. 4.)
Shown in each table are data for two flight altitudes (450and 900 m) and the
time of day over which each data set was obtained. The data are shown refer-
enced to specificlocationsalong each flightleg. These locationsare identi-
fied as nauticalmiles and kilometersfrom the end points of the flight legs.
Figures 23 to 26 are graphicaldisplaysof the 450-m-altitudedata of the
tables. Nitrogenoxide data for both days are shown in table 39. As a result
of noise problemswith the NO/NOx instrumentonly the averageNO and NOx con-
centrationson each flight leg are reported. The _+values indicatethe range
of NO and NOx variationfor each leg. Figures 27 to 30 show ozone and dew-
point data taken during the aircraftspiral (fig. 4) portionof the flight
plan.
While aerosoldata (Sscat)from the onboardnephelometerare available
for the same time periodsas the 03 data, the data are not reportedherein.
Figure 3] is shown to illustratethe type of resultsobtainedfrom the
nephelometermeasurements. This figureshows a comparisonof 03 and 8scat
for leg A' . B, 450-m altitude,and August 5. Additional Bscat data are
availableupon requestfrom the editors.
CONCLUDINGREMARKS
The data presentedherein are not intendedto be an all-inclusivedocu-
mentationof the ]977 experimentalprogram. This report does, however,pre-
sent those data consideredmost pertinentto the programgoals and serves
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TABLE ].- AIRCRAFT SAMPLINGFLIGHT PATH
ON AUGUST 4, ]977
(a) C-54
Flight Length Approximate Altitude,
leg of leg, _ time, ETD X'a
km mStart End
B + A' 59 0855 0924 600
D + C 69 093] 0957 600
F . E 56 ]004 ]029 600
H . G 48 ]035 ]055 600
J . I 74 ]]05 ]]37 600
L . K 37 ]]50 ]209 600
N + M 56 ]2]6 ]236 600
N + M 56 ]555 ]6]7 900
H + G 48 ]633 ]655 900
B + A' 59 ]7]0 ]732 900




Flight Length Approximate Altitude,
of leg, time, ETD X,a
leg km mStart End
A' . B 59 0833 0906 900
E . F 56 0917 0947 900
G + H 48 095] ]018 900
I . J 74 ]027 ]]0] 900
K + L 37 ]]]2 ]]32 900
M . N 56 ]]39 ]207 900
M + N 56 ]356 ]424 900
K + L 37 ]440 ]550 900
I + J 74 ]509 ]544 900
G + H 48 ]550 ]6]6 900
E + F 56 ]620 ]648 900
A' + B 59 ]657 ]733 900
aSee figure 4 for definitionof altitude X.
]3
TABLE 2.- AIRCRAFTSAMPLINGFLIGHT PATH
ON AUGUST 5, ]977
(a) C-54
!
Flight Length Approximate Altitude,
of leg, time, ETD , X,a
leg km mStart End
B . A' 59 0855 0926 900
D + C 69 094] ]006 900
F + E 56 ]015 ]038 900
H + G 48 ]047 ]]06 900
J + I 74 ]]]3 ]]46 900
N + M 56 ]220 ]242 900
N + M 56 ]608 ]625 900
H + G 48 ]643 ]704 900
B + A' 59 ]725 ]742 900






Flight of leg, time, ETD X,a
leg km mStart End
A' + B 59 0917 0948 900
E + F 56 ]000 ]029 900
I + J 74 ]039 ]]]7 900
M + N 56 ]]34 ]202 900
K + L 37 ]347 ]407 900
G . H 48 ]426 ]455 900
C + D 69 ]504 ]534 900
A + B 96 ]539 ]62] 900
R + S 44 ]636 ]703 900
A' + B 59 ]715 ]75] 900
aSee figure 4 for definitionof altitude X.
]5
TABLE 3.- SU_4ARYOF METEOROLOGICALDATA
Number of Frequency of
Type of data locations data Source




Surface observations ]0 Hourly National Weather
Wind speed, direction Service
Visibility
Temperatures
Aloft observations 4 2/day National Weather
Wind speech,direction Service
Temperatures
Mixing-layer height ] Hourlyb NASA
aDaylight hours only.
bApproximately from 0700 to ]700 EDT only.
]6
TABLE 4.- SURFACEOZONE MONITORINGSITES
Ozone measurement Responsible
Site technique organization
Coleraina uv absorption VSAPCB
Great Bridge uv absorption ODU
TidewaterCon_nunityCollege uv absorption VSAPCB
ODUa Chemiluminescence ODU
Norfolk InternationalAirporta uv absorption VSAPCB
Virginia School in Hamptona uv absorption VSAPCB
LaRCa uv absorption NASA
Milforda uv absorption VSAPCB
Cheriton uv absorption VSAPCB
VIMSa uv absorption VSAPCB
Painter Electrochemical VSAPCB
Wallops Flight Centera uv absorption NASA
aMeasurementswere made of surfacewind speed and directionin
addition to ozone.
]7
TABLE 5.- SURFACEMETEOROLOGICALDATA FROM ELIZABETHCITY, N.C.
(a) August 4, 1977
Time of Wind Wind Temperature,
observation, speed direction, Visibility, Oc
' km






0600 3 240 Il 23 21
0700 5 250 l6 23 21
0800 5 250 ]6 24 22
0900 5 240 ]6 26 21
]000 5 240 ]6 29 ]9
l]00 6 250 ]6 29 21
l200 7 260 l6 30 21
l300 5 240 l6 30 23
l400 5 270 24 31 21
]500 6 220 24 31 21
]600 4 220 24 29 21
l700 5 230 24 29 21
I800 5 230 24 29 21
]900 3 230 24 28 21
2000 3 200 l6 26 23







Time of Wind Wind Temperature,
observation, speed, direction, Visibility, °Ckm






0600 3 230 ]] 22 2]
0700 5 240 1] 24 23
0800 5 240 ]3 26 24
0900 6 240 13 28 24
]000 4 230 ]6 30 24
1100 7 230 ]6 31 24
]200 5 230 ]6 32 24
]300 5 240 ]6 32 25
]400 6 230 ]6 33 23
]500 6 230 ]6 33 23
]600 6 240 24 33 23
]700 6 230 24 33 23
]800 4 230 24 32 23
]900 3 220 24 30 24
2000 3 2]0 16 28 24





TABLE 6.- SURFACEMETEOROLOGICALDATA FROM OCEANA,VA.
(b)August 4, 1977
Time of j Wind Wind Temperature,
observation,I speed, direction, Visibility, oC
EDT m/s deg kmI Dry bulb Dewpoint
0100 3 220 11 24 21
0200 2 220 11 24 20
0300 1 230 1] 23 20
0400 ] 250 11 23 20
0500 ] 240 ]0 23 ]9
0600 2 240 10 23 20
0700 2 220 ]0 25 22
0800 2 230 11 26 22
0900 4 240 11 27 22
1000 3 250 11 27 21
I]00 3 240 ]1 28 22
1200 4 220 11 29 22
1300 4 250 11 29 22
1400 5 250 11 31 21
1500 5 230 11 32 21
1600 3 100 11 29 24
1700 3 80 11 28 23
1800 2 90 II 28 23
]900 4 2]0 ]] 28 23
2000 3 2]0 11 28 22
2100 3 210 lI 27 21
2200 3 230 11 27 21
2300 1 230 11 26 21
2400 3 230 II 26 21
TABLE 6.- Concluded
(b)August 5, ]977
Time of Wind Wind Temperature,
observation, speed, direction, Visibility, °Ckm
EDT m/s deg Dry bulb Dewpoint
0100 3 240 ]! 25 21
0200 2 220 ]] 25 2]
0300 2 240 II 25 20
0400 2 230 ]] 24 ]9
0500 ] 210 ]] 23 ]9
0600 2 220 ]] 24 20
0700 3 230 ]] 25 2]
0800 4 230 ]] 26 2]
0900 4 230 ]] 28 23
]000 3 240 ]] 29 23
]]00 5 2]0 ]] 3] 23
]200 5 220 ]] 32 22
]300 5 230 ]] 34 23
]400 4 240 ]] 33 23
]500 5 240 ]] 34 24
]600 4 230 ]] 34 24
]700 5 220 ]] 33 24
]800 4 200 ]] 32 24
]900 3 200 ]] 30 24
2000 3 2]0 ]] 29 23
2]00 3 200 ]] 28 23
2200 4 ]80 ]] 28 2]
2300 3 220 ]] 28 2]
2400 3 210 ]] 27 2]
I
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Time of Wind Wind
observation, speed, direction, Visibility, °Ckm
EDT m/s deg Dry bulb Dewpoint
0100 3 210 ]] 25 22
0200 6 200 ]] 24 21
0300 4 240 11 24 21
0400 3 210 ]] 24 21
0500 4 230 11 24 20
0600 4 240 ]0 24 21
0700 4 220 ]] 25 21
0800 5 200 ]] 26 21
0900 4 240 11 27 21
]000 4 270 ]] 28 20
]I00 5 280 ]1 29 20
I200 5 260 11 29 20
]300 6 270 ]] 30 20
l400 6 280 l] 32 21
]500 3 270 ]] 32 20
]600 3 270 1I 32 20
]700 4 220 ]] 31 20
1800 4 210 11 31 21
l900 5 210 ll 30 21
2000 4 200 11 29 22
2100 5 210 11 28 22
2200 4 220 ]] 27 21
2300 5 200 ]] 27 21




Time of Wind Wind VisiLility,u oC
observation, speed, direction, km
EDT m/s deg Dry bulb Dewpoint
0100 6 220 11 26 21
0200 5 230 11 26 20
0300 3 220 11 25 20
0400 5 220 ]I 25 2]
0500 5 230 I1 24 21
0600 6 230 11 25 2]
0700 5 230 11 26 21
0800 4 230 II 28 21
0900 6 220 11 29 23
1000 6 230 1] 31 22
1100 8 240 11 33 22
1200 5 240 1] 34 21
1300 6 250 11 36 22
]400 7 240 ]l 36 2]
1500 8 230 11 35 21
1600 6 240 II 34 21
1700 7 210 l] 33 22
1800 7 2]0 ]1 32 24
1900 6 200 11 31 23
2000 5 190 11 29 23
2100 5 210 11 29 23
2200 4 200 11 28 23
2300 5 210 11 28 23
2400 6 220 ]l 28 22
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TABLE 8.- SURFACEMETEOROLOGICALDATA FROM
LANGLEYAIR FORCE BASE, VA.
(a) August 4, 1977
Time of Wind Wind Temperature,
observation, speed, direction, Visibility, °Ckm
EDT m/s deg Dry bulb Dewpoint
0100 4 240 ]1 26 22
0200 5 220 1] 26 22
0300 5 240 11 26 21
0400 5 210 ]] 25 21
0500 3 230 ]] 25 21
0600 3 240 ]l 24 21
0700 5 240 II 26 21
0800 6 230 ]l 26 21
0900 5 230 II 27 20
1000 4 270 ]l 28 20
]100 5 260 11 29 20
1200 7 270 11 30 19
1300 7 230 1] 3] 20
1400 5 230 11 31 20
1500 4 230 11 32 20
1600 2 250 ll 31 19
I700 3 290 ]] 31 20
l800 4 280 I] 31 20
1900 l 250 11 30 20
2000 5 240 11 28 21
2100 3 210 11 28 22
2200 5 240 11 28 21
2300 4 220 16 27 2]
2400 5 220 16 26 21
TABLE 8.- Concluded_
(b)August 5, ]977
Time of Wind Wind Temperature,
observation, speed, direction, Visibility, °C
• km
EDT m/s deg Dry bulb Dewpoint
0]00 5 230 ]6 27 2]
0200 5 230 ]6 26 2]
0300 5 240 ]6 26 2]
0400 5 230 ]6 26 2]
0500 4 230 ]6 26 2]
0600 4 240 ]9 25 2]
0700 5 240 ]6 26 2]
0800 5 240 ]6 28 2]
0900 6 250 ]6 29 22
]000 7 230 ]6 32 22
]]00 7 250 ]6 33 2]
]200 8 240 ]6 33 2]
]300 9 240 ]6 34 2]
]400 5 240 ]6 35 2]
]500 7 230 ]6 36 2]
]600 5 230 ]6 35 2]
]700 8 230 ]6 34 2]
]800 6 250 ]6 34 2]
]900 4 230 ]6 32 2]
2000 5 220 ]] 32 22
2]00 4 220 ]] 3] 22
2200 4 230 ]] 29 2]
2300 6 230 ]6 29 2]
2400 7 240 ]6 28 2]
25 •
TABLE 9.- SURFACEMETEOROLOGICALDATA FROM
PATRICKHENRY AIRPORT,VA.
(a) August 4, ]977
Time of Wind Wind Temperature,
observation, speed, direction, Visibility, Oc
EDT m/s deg km
Dry bulb Dewlx)int
0]00 7 280 ]] 26 20
0200 4 250 ]] 26 20
0300 4 250 ]] 26 ]9
0400 5 2]0 ]] 24 20
0500 4 250 ]] 24 20
0600 3 220 ]] 24 20
0700 4 230 ]6 24 20
0800 5 230 24 25 ]9
0900 6 230 32 27 ] 9
]000 5 230 32 27 ]9
]]00 5 270 32 28 ]9
]200 5 220 32 29 20
]300 8 230 32 29 ]9
]400 4 240 32 3] ]9
]500 4 260 32 3] l9
]600 4 2]0 32 3] ]9
]700 4 230 32 3] ]9
]800 4 220 32 3] ]9
]900 3 ]80 24 28 2]
2000 3 ]70 24 25 20
2]00 3 200 24 26 20
2200 4 200 24 26 20
2300 4 230 24 27 ]9
2400 4 200 24 26 ]9
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TABLE 9.- Concluded
(b) August 5, 1977
Time of Wind Wind Temperature,
observation, speed, direction, Visibility, °Ckm
EDT m/s deg Dry bulb Dewpoint
0100 6 220 24 26 20
0200 5 220 24 26 19
0300 6 220 24 26 19
0400 5 230 24 26 19
0500 6 220 24 25 ]9
0600 5 240 24 25 19
0700 5 240 24 26 19
0800 5 230 24 27 20
0900 5 230 24 29 2]
]000 7 230 24 30 21
]]00 6 220 ]9 32 2]
]200 8 230 ]6 33 21
]300 6 250 ]6 34 21
1400 8 220 16 35 21
]500 7 220 ]6 36 21
]600 6 230 24 35 24
1700 8 220 24 34 23
1800 5 210 24 33 18
]900 5 210 24 32 18
2000 4 200 16 30 19
2100 5 220 16 29 ]9
2200 5 220 16 29 ]9
2300 6 210 16 29 19
2400 5 230 16 28 18
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TABLE 10.- SURFACEMETEOROLOGICALDATA FROM
WALLOPSFLIGHT CENTER,VA.
(a)August 4, 1977
Time of Wind Wind Temperature,
observation, speed, direction, Visibility, oCkm





0500 2 240 8 24 23
0600 4 220 8 24 23
0700 3 200 8 26 23
0800 4 230 8 28 23
0900 3 230 10 29 22
1000 4 240 11 31 20
I100 4 210 13 31 19
1200 3 210 16 31 20
1300 5 240 19 31 19
1400 4 240 16 32 21
1500 3 270 16 32 21











Time of Wind Wind Temperature,
observation, speed, direction, Visibility, oCkm





0500 3 230 11 24 23
0600 3 230 13 24 23
0700 5 180 16 27 23
0800 3 240 16 29 24
0900 5 240 ]9 3] 23
l000 7 230 24 32 23
]1oo 5 240 24 33 23
]200 8 230 19 33 23
1300 6 260 16 34 23
1400 5 240 16 35 23
1500 5 200 16 34 24











TABLE ]].- SURFACEMETEOROLOGICALDATA FROM SALISBURY,MD.
(a)August 4, 1977
Time of Wind Wind Temperature,
observation, speed, direction, Visibility, ockm
EDT m/s deg Dry bulb Dewpoint
0100 3 ]80 ]] 24 24
0200 0 11 24 23
0300 0 ]] 24 23
0400 2 320 ]1 23 23
0500 0 ]] 23 23
0600 0 8 23 23
0700 3 200 8 25 25
0800 4 200 10 27 26
0900 4 250 ]0 29 22
]000 3 250 ]] 29 24
1100 5 200 11 31 23
1200 8 200 I6 32 21
]300 6 220 ]6 31 22
]400 5 220 8 31 24
]500 5 210 8 3] 23
l600 4 250 8 31 23
]700 4 200 8 31 23
l800 4 200 8 30 23
]900 4 ]70 8 28 23
2000 3 ]70 ]1 25 24
2100 3 ]70 ]] 25 24
2200 3 ]70 ]] 25 24
2300 3 ]70 ]6 24 24




Time of Wind Wind Temperature,
Visibility, oC
observation, speed, direction, km
EDT m/s deg Dry bulb Dewpoint
0]00 0 ]6 24 24
0200 0 ]6 24 24
0300 0 ]6 24 24
0400 0 ]6 24 24
0500 2 230 ]6 24 24
0600 3 200 ]0 24 24
0700 4 220 ]0 27 26
0800 6 230 ]0 28 27
0900 5 2]0 ]0 30 27
]000 6 230 ]0 3] 26
]]O0 6 220 ]0 32 26
]200 6 250 ]] 33 27
]300 5 240 ]] 33 27
]400 5 240 ]] 34 27
]500 6 2]0 ]] 34 25
]600 5 220 ]] 34 24
]700 3 200 ]] 32 25
]800 3 200 ]] 28 24
]900 3 200 ]] 29 24
2000 2 ]00 ]] 27 25
2]00 0 ]] 26 24
2200 0 ]] 27 24
2300 3 ]90 ]] 27 25
2400 4 200 ]] 27 25
3]
TABLE ]2.- SURFACEWIND DATA
[WS = Wind speed, m/s; WD = Wind direction,deg]
(a) August 4, ]977
Stations
Norfolk Virginia
Time, Colerain ODU Enternational School at VIMS Milford
EDT Airport Hampton
WS WD WS [WD WS WD WS _D WS WD WS WD
0 to ] ].4 260 2.7 180 4 220 ].4 270 4.5 200 (a) (a)
] to 2 0 (a) 2.7 225 5 240 ].4 270 2.7 225 i
2 to 3 0 (a) 2.3 225 4.5 240 ].4 225 4.] 225
3 to 4 1.4 250 .9 225 3 250 1.4 225 2.3 225
4 to 5 .5 180 ].8 225 4 250 ].8 270 ].8 225
5 to 6 .9 220 1.4 ]80 3.5 200 1.8 270 2.3 225
6 to 7 .9 250 ].8 ]80 3 210 1.4 270 2.7 225
7 to 8 3.2 250 2.7 ]80 4.5 220 1.8 225 3.2 245
8 to 9 ].8 250 3.2 ]80 5.5 240 2.3 270 3.6 270
9 to ]0 1.8 250 3.2 ]80 5 230 1.8 225 2.7 245
]0 to ]] 1.8 250 3.6 220 5.5 230 2.3 270 4.5 200 !
]1 to ]2 1.8 250 3.6 260 6.5 240 2.7 270 4.5 225
]2 to ]3 2.3 250 4.1 270 7 270 3.6 270 5.4 225
]3 to ]4 2.3 250 3.6 270 4.5 290 3.2 270 4.5 245
14 to ]5 ].8 250 2.7 310 2.5 240 1.8 315 2.7 245
]5 to 16 1.3 250 ].8 290 4 260 ].4 270 3.6 245
16 to ]7 1.3 250 2.7 220 5.5 210 ].4 315 5.4 180 i
17 to ]8 ].8 250 2.3 210 4.5 240 1.8 270 4.5 ]80
]8 to ]9 .9 250 3.2 200 6 220 ].4 270 4.1 ]80
19 to 20 0 (a) 2.3 200 3.5 2]0 ].8 255 2.7 180
20 to 2] 0 (a) 2.3 ]90 3 210 ].4 225 3.2 180
2] to 22 .9 240 1.4 190 3.5 220 ].4 225 3.2 180
22 to 23 .9 250 ].4 200 4 220 1.4 225 ].8 200




(b) August 5, ]977
Stations
Norfolk Virginia
Time, Colerain ODU International School at VIMS Milford
EDT Airport Hampton
WS WD WS _D WS _D WS _D WS WD WS _D
0 to ] ].4 250 3.2 2]0 4.5 230 2.3 225 ].4 225 (a) (a)
] to 2 .9 240 2.3 240 5 240 ].8 225 ].8 225 (a) (a)
2 to 3 .9 250 2.3 200 3.5 230 2.3 225 2.7 225 (a) (a)
3 to 4 ].4 250 2.3 2]0 5.5 240 2.3 225 3.2 225 ].8 2]0
4 to 5 .9 250 2.3 2]0 4 230 2.3 225 2.3 225 ].8 2]0
5 to 6 .9 250 2.3 220 4 240 2.3 225 2.3 245 (a) (a)
6 to 7 ].8 250 2.3 220 4.5 240 2.3 225 2.7 225 (a) (a)
7 to 8 2.3 250 2.3 220 4.5 230 2.7 225 4.5 225 ].8 210
8 to 9 ].8 250 2.7 230 5.5 230 2.3 225 5.4 245 .9 2]0
9 to ]0 2.3 250 4.5 260 5.5 250 2.3 225 6.8 245 .9 2]0
]0 to ]] 3.2 250 4.5 250 7.5 250 3.2 225 5.4 245 3.2 2]0
]] to ]2 3.2 260 5 250 7 250 3.6 225 6.8 245 4.5 2]0
]2 to ]3 2.7 260 5 250 6.5 250 3.2 225 6.8 225 5.4 270
]3 to ]4 3.2 260 5.4 250 7.5 250 2.7 225 6.3 225 .9 2]0
]4 to ]5 2.3 260 5 250 7 230 3.2 225 6.3 225 3.6 210
]5 to ]6 2.3 260 4.5 210 6.5 240 3.6 225 4.5 220 ].8 210
]6 to ]7 2.7 260 4.5 220 8 230 3.6 225 5.4 220 ].8 2]0
]7 to ]8 ].8 260 3.6 200 6.5 220 2.3 225 5.4 240 .9 210
]8 to ]9 .9 260 3.6 200 6 220 2.3 225 3.6 260 .9 210
]9 to 20 .9 240 3.6 200 4 220 2.3 225 2.7 260 (a) (a)
20 to 2] .9 250 2.7 200 5 2]0 ].8 225 3.2 2]0 (a) (a)
2] to 22 ].4 250 (a) 200 5 230 ].4 225 3.2 230 (a) (a)
22 to 23 ].4 250 (a) 210 6 230 2.3 225 2.7 220 (a)i (a)
23 to 24 ].4 250 (a) 2]0 6.5 220 2.7 225 3.6 230 (a) (a)
acalm winds.
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TABLE 13.- ALOFT METEOROLOGICALDATA FROM WALLOPS ISLAND,VA.,
ON AUGUST 4, 1977
Temperature,
Altitude, Wind speed, Wind direction, oc
m m/s deg
Dry bulb Dewpoint
(a) 0800 EDT release
4 2 205 24 22
186 4 219 24 22
1016 7 251 19 17
]237 7 243 ]8 11
1592 10 252 16 9
2689 13 245 8 6
3213 15 242 5 3
4376 14 243 -2 -3
4619 14 243 -2 -6
5106 15 242 -5 -6
(b) 2000 EDT release
4 5 ]80 26 23
188 4 211 26 21
957 4 285 20 17
1362 7 281 19 15
1461 7 285 20 2
1602 7 285 20 -2
3236 8 252 7 I
3438 8 252 6 -5
4214 9 275 3 -27
5932 9 261 -9 -27
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TABLE 14.- ALOFT METEOROLOGICALDATA FROM WALLOPS ISLAND,VA.,
ON AUGUST 5, I977
Temperature,
Altitude, Wind speed, Wind direction, °C
m m/s deg
Dry bulb Dewpoint
(a) 0800 EDT release
4 4 205 24 22
199 7 235 25 22
360 9 265 25 21
1615 11 249 17 13
2250 12 262 15 3
3251 11 263 8 I
3895 12 264 2 -1
4330 13 262 0 -9
4515 14 255 -I -8
4853 16 253 -4 -4
4992 16 256 -6 -6
5061 16 256 -6 -20
(b)2000 EDT release
4 5 180 27 23
179 6 210 31 22
1610 11 267 19 16
2181 12 282 14 13
2594 13 293 12 6
3246 10 287 8 I
3558 8 285 6 3
4057 9 272 4 -26
5254 12 27] -4 -I8
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TABLE ]5.- ALOFT METEOROLOGICALDATA FROM CAPE HATTERAS,N.C.,
ON AUGUST 4, 1977
Temperature,
Altitude, Wind speed, Wind direction, °C
m m/s deg
Dry bulb Dewpoint
(a) 0800 EDT release
4 5 220 26 23
198 ]3 230 25 22
833 ]3 241 24 ]7
]612 9 251 ]8 ]2
2342 9 236 12 7
2483 ]0 233 ]2 7
2907 ]] 245 9 7
3243 ]3 250 8 2
4260 ]4 236 ] 0
4837 ]8 231 -2 -5
5005 I9 233 -3 -1]
(b) 2000 EDT release
4 3 210 28 25
I31 3 210 26 24
201 7 207 24 22
615 6 2]9 23 20
]239 7 227 ]9 ]6
1614 6 248 17 12
]972 6 250 ]5 8
2909 7 271 9 4
3245 7 260 7 ]
3351 7 260 6 ]
4166 9 243 0 -9
4399 8 251 -2 -3
4638 9 355 -3 -]3
4801 9 255 -4 -]4





Altitude, Wind speed, Wind direction, °C
m m/s deg
Dry bulb Dewpoint
(a) 0800 EDT release
4 2 260 26 25
219 6 264 25 24
763 7 272 23 ]9
]635 7 257 ]7 ]]
]889 7 245 ]6 ]]
2087 7 249 ]5 8
2796 9 244 ]] 4
3269 9 242 7 ]
3788 ]0 244 3 0
3837 ]0 244 3 -5
4064 9 244 2 -8
423] 8 240 ] -8
4440 8 240 0 -6
4723 9 240 -] -4
4846 9 242 -2 -9
(b) 2000 EDT release
4 2 260 26 25
219 6 264 25 24
763 7 272 23 ]9
]635 7 257 ]7 ]]
]889 7 245 ]6 ]]
2087 7 249 ]5 8
2796 9 244 ]] 4
3269 9 242 7 ]
3788 ]0 244 3 0
3837 ]0 244 3 -5
4064 9 244 2 -8
423] 8 240 ] -8
4440 8 240 0 -6
4723 9 240 -] -4
4846 9 242 -2 -9
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TABLE ]7.- ALOFT METEOROLOGICALDATA FROM GREENSBORO,N.C.,
ON AUGUST 4, ]977
Temperature,
Altitude, Wind speed, Wind direction, Oc
m m/s deg I
Dry bulb J Dewpoint
(a) 0800 EDT release
275 2 230 ]9 ]8
684 7 241 20 ]7
991 7 244 20 ]3
]596 3 259 ]6 ]0
2121 2 281 ]3 8
2854 8 251 ]0 3
3224 11 255 7 2
3644 ]3 257 4 -6
3804 13 257 3 -3
4275 ]] 255 ] -29
5907 8 250 -9 -39
(b) 2000 EDT release
275 5 ]80 31 21
392 5 ]80 27 ]9
]607 6 217 ]7 ]6
2790 8 254 ]0 ]0
2915 8 254 6 0
3063 8 253 6 0
3237 8 245 7 -1
3893 9 230 3 -5
4045 9 235 2 -3
4]47 9 235 2 -8
4422 9 237 0 -10
4475 9 237 0 -7
5037 ]0 256 -4 -9
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TABLE ]8.- ALOFT METEOROLOGICALDATA FROM GREENSBORO,N.C.,
ON AUGUST 5, ]977
Temperature,
Altitude, Wind speed, Wind direction, °C
m m/s deg
Dry bulb Dewpoint
(a) 0800 EDT release
275 3 2]0 22 22
620 ]] 242 23 2]
]623 ]3 24] ]9 ]3
2089 ]2 244 ]7 8
3263 ]2 24] 8 3
3734 ]] 244 5 2
44]] ]] 262 ] -7
4885 ]3 252 -2 -7
50]] ]3 252 -2 -]4
(b) 2000 EDT release
275 5 230 3] ]8
4]] 8 234 30 ]8
849 8 229 26 ]6
]624 9 24] ]8 ]4
]828 8 246 ]7 ]4
2047 6 25] ]6 ]0
2753 4 27] ]] 6
2855 5 28] ]] ]
326] 6 280 9 2
3922 8 272 5 -6
4]52 8 264 3 -]
4]9] 8 264 3 -7
44]4 9 260 2 -7
452] 9 255 ] -2
47]0 9 255 0 -9
4876 9 250 -] -]0
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TABLE ]9.- ALOFT METEOROLOGICALDATA FROM C_4ARLESTON,S.C.,
ON AUGUST 4, ]977
Temperature,
Altitude, Wind speed, Wind direction, °C
m m/s deg
Dry bulb Dewpoint
(a) 0800 EDT release
13 3 360 23 22
]87 5 ]58 25 24
721 9 ]98 22 21
927 9 ]98 22 ]8
]601 8 ]95 ]8 ]4
]856 9 ]96 ]5 ]]
2171 8 ]97 ]5 7
3235 9 212 7 3
4183 ]0 ]95 ] -3
45]2 ]] ]78 0 -8
4993 ]0 ]65 -3 -10
(b) 2000 EDT release
]3 4 ]40 29 24
]99 5 ]70 28 24
469 5 ]67 25 22
624 5 ]67 24 20
]328 4 ]76 20 ]5
1617 4 181 18 15
2501 7 ]73 ]2 9
3252 8 ]76 8 ]
3467 8 170 7 -3
3973 4 180 3 0
4087 4 ]80 2 -3
42]6 2 ]93 2 -1
4654 2 216 -1 -10
4860 4 226 -2 -8
4971 4 226 -2 -13
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TABLE 20.- ALOFT METEOROLOGICALDATA FROM CHARLESTON,S.C.,
ON AUGUST 5, ]977
Temperature,
Altitude, Wind speed, Wind direction, °C
m m/s deg
Dry bulb Dewpoint
(a 0800 EDT release
]3 0 ]40 25 24
]00 0 ]40 27 26
2]5 4 ]72 26 24
584 6 ]77 23 2]
740 6 ]70 23 ]6
]629 6 ]42 ]8 5
2553 9 ]08 ]] ]
2820 6 ]]3 ]] -]0
3259 5 ]27 ]0 -20
3720 5 ]38 7 -23
3984 4 ]42 6 -]5
4035 4 ]42 5 -8
4]]2 2 ]66 5 -25
5]33 5 ]84 -] -3]
(b) 2000 EDT release
]3 5 ]40 30 23
]]3 5 ]40 29 23
2]] 7 ]40 28 22
70] 6 ]50 23 20
]]94 6 ]48 2] 8
]629 6 ]49 ]8 ]0
2083 2 ]22 ]6 ]
2297 ] ]46 ]4 5
2547 ] ]46 ]3 -]
3268 3 ]97 ]0 -20
3880 2 240 6 -24
5045 4 238 0 -30
4]
TABLE 2].- ALOFT METEOROLOGICALDATA FROM SPECIALRELEASE
ON AUGUST 4, ]977, AT ]030 EDT
(a)Wallops Island site
Temperature,
Altitude, Wind speed, Wind direction, °C
m m/s deg
Dry bulb Dewpoint
3 3 250 30 23
250 ] 247 25 ]9
500 ] 253 23 ]8
750 ] 248 2] ]8
]000 ].5 23] 20 ]4
]250 2 223 ]8 ]]
]500 2 222 ]6 9
]750 2.5 216 ]5 8
2000 3 2]6 ]3 8
2250 3 226 ]0 9
2500 3 238 9 7
2750 2.5 242 8 5
3000 2 236 7 3
3250 ].5 240 6 ]
3500 ].5 249 5 0
3750 2 250 4 -]
4000 2.5 253 3 -2
4250 3 258 ] -4
4500 3.5 262 0 -]3
4750 4 26] -] -2]




Altitude, Wind speed, Wind direction, °C
m m/s deg
Dry bulb Dewpoint
7 5 200 30 24
250 ].5 229 25 ]9
500 ] 244 22 ]8
750 2 244 2] ]6
]000 3 240 ]9 ]3
]250 3.5 237 ]8 ]2
]500 3 237 ]7 ]0
]750 3 240 ]6 9
2000 3.5 243 ]4 7
2250 4 245 ]3 5
2500 4 248 ]] 4
2750 4 25] ]0 3
3000 4 254 9 ]
3250 4 256 8 0
3500 3.5 258 6 -2
3750 3.5 259 4 -3
4000 3.5 258 2 -9
4250 4 254 2 -]8
4500 4.5 249 ] -23
4750 4.5 243 -] -25
5000 5 240 -3 -26
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TABLE 22.- ALOFT METEOROLOGICALDATA FROM SPECIAL RELEASE
ON AUGUST 4, ]977, AT ]300 EDT
(a)Wallops Island site
Temperature,
Altitude, Wind speed, Wind direction, Oc
m m/s deg
Dry bulb Dewpoint
3 6 ]80 29 23
250 ].5 209 26 ]8
500 ] 236 24 ]7
750 ] 252 2] ]6
]000 ].5 253 ]9 ]5
]250 2.5 246 ]6 ]3
]500 3 24] ]6 ]0
]750 3 24] ]5 8
2000 2.5 246 ]4 6
2250 2 256 ]2 5
2500 2 269 ]] 3
2750 2.5 277 ]0 2
3000 2.5 277 9 0
3250 3 275 7 -4
3500 3 274 5 -5
3750 3.5 27] 3 -5
4000 3.5 267 2 -]O
4250 4 26] ] -]8
4500 4 256 0 -22
4750 4 256 -] -24




Altitude, Wind speed, Wind direction, °C
m m/s deg
Dry bulb Dewpoint
7 5 260 34 2]
250 3 255 3] ]9
500 ].5 250 27 ]7
750 ] 230 23 ]7
]000 ].5 237 20 ]6
]250 2.5 243 ]8 ]4
]500 3 249 ]8 ]0
]750 3 253 ]8 9
2000 3.5 256 ]5 6
2250 3.5 257 ]4 5
2500 3.5 259 ]2 4
2750 3 260 ]] 3
3000 3 26] ]0 2
3250 3 26] 9 -]
3500 3.5 260 7 -3
3750 4 259 6 -]3
4000 4 258 4 -8
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TABLE 23.- ALOFT METEOROLOGICALDATA FROM SPECIALRELEASE
ON AUGUST 4, ]977, AT ]530 EDT
(a)Wallops Island site
Temperature,
Altitude, Wind speed, Wind direction, °C
m m/s deg
Dry bulb Dewpoint
3 4.5 ]70 28 23
250 ] 242 26 ]8
500 ] 260 24 ]7
750 ].5 275 2] ]7
1000 2 286 20 ]3
]250 2 290 ]9 ]0
]500 2 287 ]8 9
]750 2 279 ]7 7
2000 2 273 ]6 4
2250 2 273 ]4 2
2500 2.5 272 ]2 2
2750 2.5 267 ]0 0
3000 3 263 8 0
3250 3 266 6 -]
3500 3 273 4 -4
3750 3.5 273 3 -7
4000 3.5 268 3 -]7
4250 3.5 265 2 -24
4500 3 262 0 -26
4750 3 260 -] -26




Altitude, Wind speed, Wind direction, °C
m m/s deg
Dry bulb Dewpoint
7 3.5 230 35 2]
250 ].5 237 29 ]8
500 ] 254 25 ]6
750 ] 263 23 ]6
]000 ] .5 262 20 ]5
]250 2 262 ]8 ]5
]500 2.5 260 ]6 ]4
]750 3 262 ]6 8
2000 3 266 ]5 8
2250 2.5 266 ]4 6
2500 2.5 263 ]2 4
2750 2.5 260 ]] 0
3000 2.5 26] 9 -]
3250 3 260 7 -2
3500 3.5 256 4 -2
3750 3.5 252 2 -3
4000 4 252 2 -6
4250 4 254 ] -]4
4500 4 256 0 -]2
4750 4 256 -2 -]3
5000 4.5 253 -4 -]6
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TABLE 24.- ALOFT METEOROLOGICALDATA FROM SPECIALRELEASE
ON AUGUST 5, ]977,AT ]030 EDT
(a)Wallops Island site
Temperature,
Altitude, Wind speed, Wind direction, °C
m m/s deg
Dry bulb Dewpoint
3 8.5 250 32 25
250 3.5 243 27 2]
500 3 242 24 ] 8
750 3.5 244 23 ]7
]000 3.5 248 22 ]5
]250 3.5 254 20 ]4
]500 3.5 258 ]8 ]2
]750 3.5 258 ]7 ]0
2000 3.5 256 ]5 9
2250 3.5 256 ]3 8
2500 3.5 257 ]2 5
2750 4 258 ]0 2
3000 4 258 9 0
3250 4 257 7 0
3500 4 257 5 -]
3750 3.5 257 3 -2
4000 3.5 260 2 -]
4250 3.5 262 ] -3
4500 4 260 -] -4
4750 4 258 -3 -6




Altitude, Wind speed, Wind direction, °C
m m/s deg
Dry bulb Dewpoint
7 6 240 33 24
250 2.5 246 26 20
500 2 255 23 ]9
750 2.5 256 2] ]8
]000 3 254 2] ]6
]250 3.5 250 20 ]2
]500 3.5 247 ]8 ]0
]750 3.5 246 ]7 8
2000 3.5 246 ]5 7
2250 3.5 248 ]4 6
2500 3 250 ]2 5
2750 3 254 ]] 4
3000 3 258 9 ]
3250 3.5 260 8 0
3500 3.5 260 6 -3
3750 3 260 4 -6
4000 3.5 260 2 -7
4250 3 260 0 -8
4500 3 26] -] -8
4750 3 258 -2 -9
5000 3.5 238 -5 -]6
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TABLE 25.- ALOFT METEOROLOGICALDATA FROM SPECIALRELEASE
ON AUGUST 5, ]977, AT ]300 EDT
(a)Wallops Island site
Temperature,
Altitude, Wind speed, Wind direction, °C
m m/s deg
Dry bulb Dewpoint
3 7.5 ]75 28 23
250 2.5 230 28 2]
500 2 260 26 20
750 2 26] 24 ]9
]000 2.5 256 22 ]8
]250 2.5 25] 20 ]7
]500 3.5 253 ]8 ]3
]750 4 258 ]7 ]0
2000 4 263 ]5 8
2250 4 265 ]4 7
2500 4 265 ]2 6
2750 4.5 265 ]0 4
3000 4.5 264 9 2
3250 4.5 263 8 0
3500 4.5 263 6 -2
3750 4.5 262 4 -3
4000 4.5 260 2 -4
4250 4 258 ] -6
4500 3.5 259 0 -]0
4750 3 265 -] -]4




Altitude, Wind speed, Wind direction, °C
m m/s deg
Dry bulb Dewpoint
7 7 260 36 23
250 3 245 29 ]9
500 2.5 244 25 ]8
750 2.5 245 23 ]7
]000 2.5 250 2] ]7
]250 2.5 257 ]9 ]7
]500 3 260 ]6 ]5
]750 3.5 259 ]6 6
2000 3.5 254 ]5 4
2250 3.5 250 ]3 2
2500 3 25] ]2 0
2750 3 257 ]0 -]
3000 3.5 26] 8 -3
3250 3 260 7 -3
3500 3 258 5 -4
3750 3 257 3 -5
4000 3 258 ] -8
4250 3 259 0 -]0
4500 3.5 260 -2 -]2
4750 3.5 26] -3 -]4
5000 3.5 26] -5 -22
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TABLE 26.- ALOFT METEOROLOGICALDATA FROM SPECIALRELEASE
ON AUGUST 5, ]977, AT ]530 EDT
(a)Wallops Island site
Temperature,
Altitude, Wind speed, Wind direction, Oc
m m/s deg
Dry bulb Dewpoint
3 5 ]70 28 24
250 2 225 30 2]
500 2 237 28 20
750 2 243 25 ]8
]000 2 257 23 ]8
]250 2 266 20 ]7
]500 2.5 268 ]8 ]4
]750 3 267 ]7 ]0
2000 3.5 268 ]5 9
2250 4 270 ]3 7
2500 4 272 ]2 4
2750 4 274 ]] ]
3000 4.5 274 ]0 -3
3250 4.5 273 8 -2
3500 4.5 270 6 -2
3750 4.5 266 4 -3
4000 4 265 3 -8
4250 3.5 267 2 -]4
4500 3.5 270 ] -]9
4750 3 272 -] -2]




Altitude, Wind speed, Wind direction, °C
m m/s deg
Dry bulb Dewpoint
7 6 250 36 23
250 3 236 3] ]9
500 2 24] 28 ]8
750 2 253 25 ]7
]000 2 254 22 ]6
]250 2 256 20 ]6
]500 2.5 259 ]8 ]5
]750 3 262 ]6 ]]
2000 3 262 ]6 7
2250 3 262 ]4 5
2500 3 264 ]2 4
2750 2.5 267 ]] 3
3000 2.5 270 9 2
3250 2.5 270 7 ]
3500 2.5 268 5 -]
3750 2.5 265 3 -4
4000 2.5 263 2 -5
4250 3 263 ] -7
4500 3 264 -] -8
4750 3 265 -3 -]6
5000 3 267 -3 -20
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TABLE 27.- MIXING-LAYERHEIGHTS
AT LaRC SITE, LIDAR DATA
Time, Mixing-layerheight,
EDT m
(a) August 4, ]977
















TABLE 28.- SURFACEOZONE HOURLY AVERAGE CONCENTRATIONON AUGUST 4, ]977
Surfaceozone hourly averageconcentration,ppb, at -
Time, Norfolk Virginia Tidewater Wallops
EDT Colerain ODU International School at Con_nunityLaRC VIMS Milford Flight Painter
Airport Hampton College Center
0 to ] 3] 9 5 ]0 ]5 43 29 28 43 ]4
] to 2 26 ]8 5 ]0 ]0 40 23 32 42 24
2 to 3 26 ]8 ]] ]5 5 33 ]7 32 40 ]4
3 to 4 2] 2] ]6 ]0 5 40 ]7 32 23 24
4 to 5 2] ]8 ]] ]5 5 37 23 37 24 29
5 to 6 26 ]8 5 ]5 ]0 38 29 30 25 29
6 to 7 2] 6 0 5 ]5 30 ]7 28 25 ]4
7 to 8 2] 3 0 ]0 ]0 33 29 28 22 24
8 to 9 26 ]2 ]] 20 ]0 26 34 32 33 34
9 to ]0 3] 24 27 25 ]5 46 37 38 43
]0 to ]] 4] 33 43 35 20 57 5] 50
]] to ]2 4] 43 48 35 35 64 63 55 57
]2 to ]3 45 54 35 45 64 68 60 6]
]3 to ]4 50 48 30 40 62 80 69 64 ]44
]4 to ]5 55 43 48 35 35 65 80 79 64 ]44
]5 to ]6 55 49 48 40 35 67 85 83 79 ]34
]6 to ]7 55 46 54 35 35 68 9] 88 9] ]20
]7 to ]8 50 46 38 35 40 68 80 93 97 ]]5
]8 to ]9 50 43 32 35 45 62 74 79 92 ]0]
]9 to 20 45 40 27 30 40 63 57 60 64 82
20 to 2] 3] 40 ]] 25 35 54 5] 46 58 72
2] to 22 ]6 30 5 20 30 43 5] 55 50 53
22 to 23 4] 2] 0 15 20 37 46 46 43 34




TABLE 29.- SURFACEOZONE HOURLY AVERAGE CONCENTRATIONON AUGUST 5, ]977
Surfaceozone hourly averageconcentration,ppb, at -
Time, Norfolk Virginia Tidewater Wallops
EDT Colerain ODU InternationalSchool at Community LaRC VIMS Milford Flight Painter
Airport Hampton College Center
0 to ] 3] ]8 5 ]5 ]5 37 34 32 42 ]9
] to 2 26 ]8 ]] ]5 ]5 40 23 32 35 ]4
2 to 3 2] ]5 ]] ]5 ]5 36 23 28 28 ]4
3 to 4 26 2] 5 ]5 ]0 35 23 23 23 29
4 to 5 2] 6 5 ]0 ]0 36 23 ]8 2] 29
5 to 6 2] 6 0 ]0 ]0 32 23 ]8 20 29
6 to 7 ]6 6 0 5 5 28 23 23 2] ]4
7 to 8 ]] 6 0 5 5 ]8 23 28 2] ]9
8 to 9 ]6 9 ]6 ]0 0 ]8 34 32 26 29
9 to ]0 2] 27 38 20 5 26 5] 46 35 43
]0 to ]] 36 46 48 30 ]5 3] 63 55 49 53
]] to ]2 50 27 48 30 25 68 5] 56 58
]2 to ]3 50 30 48 35 25 59 80 60 60 72
]3 to ]4 55 40 48 35 25 6] 80 60 64 72
]4 to ]5 60 30 38 35 30 57 85 65 72 86
]5 to ]6 65 24 38 35 20 69 85 69 83 9]
]6 to ]7 65 24 32 35 30 63 9] 65 92 96
]7 to ]8 60 24 38 30 30 60 80 60 84 82
]8 to ]9 55 27 38 30 35 60 68 55 76 86
]9 to 20 45 33 27 35 40 60 57 5] 70 67
20 to 2] 50 2] ]] 25 35 57 46 46 64 58
2] to 22 45 ]2 0 ]5 35 57 46 42 53 48
22 to 23 4] 9 5 ]5 25 57 40 42 30 43
23 to 24 3] 9 ]] ]5 20 47 34 42 27 38
TABLE 30.- DOUGLAS C-54 AIRCRAFTGRAB SAMPLE DATA
FOR CO/C_4 ON AUGUST 4, 1977
Concentration,
Sample Time of sample, Flight altitude, ppm
hours EDT m
(30 CH4
] 0847 6]0 0.] ].5
2 0847 610 2.] 1.4
3 0847 6]0 2.4 ].4
4 0900 518 .2 ].5
6 0945 518 .] ].5
7 ]030 518 .2 ].6
8 l05] 5]8 .] ].4
9 ]]29 5]8 (a) (a)
10 1205 518 .l l.5
]2 ]23] 549 .] ].5
26 ]6]2 823 .] ].4
27 ]650 762 .2 ].5
28 l65] 686 .2 ].4
29 b]7]0 686 .3 ].4
30 ]735 9]4 .2 ].6
3] ]736 914 .2 ].6




TABLE 3].- DOUGLASC-54 AIRCRAFTGRAB SAMPLE DATA
FOR C0/(_44ON AUGUST 5, ]977
Concentration,
Sample Time of sample, Flight altitude, ppm
hours EDT m
CO CH4
33 0929 686 0.2 ].6
34 ]000 70] .] ].5
35 ]0]] 9]4 .2 ].5
36 ]0]] 914 .2 ].5
37 ]0]] 914 7.8 ].5
38 ]032 671 (a) (a)
39 ]]02 686 .] ].5
40 ]]37 686 .] ].5
4] ]209 686 .] ].6
42 ]236 686 .] ].5
43 ]236 686 .5 ].5
6] b]600 67] .] ].6
62 b]645 70] .] ].7




TABLE 32.- CESSNA 402 OZONE DATA IN ppb FOR LEG A' . B
Locationa August 4, ]977, at time, August 5, ]977, at time,
EDT, of - EDT, of -
0833 to 0906 ]657 to ]733 0917 to 0948 ]715 to ]751
n. mi. km Ozone, ppb, at altitude,m, of -
450 900 450 900 450 900 450 900
0 0 80 77 ]54 ]39 78 54 ]07 97
] ].85 8] 79 ]54 ]29 82 55 ]07 ]07
2 3.70 8] 77 ]60 ]34 79 63 ]03 ]06
3 5.56 82 75 ]48 139 79 59 ]02 ]05
4 7.4] 85 73 ]49 ]39 80 57 ]02 ]00
5 9.26 83 77 ]5] ]38 76 49 ]04 ]06
6 l].]l 78 73 ]50 ]37 76 60 ]02 99
7 ]2.96 78 7] ]62 ]37 77 64 l02 ]0]
8 ]4.82 77 73 ]60 ]29 75 6] ]0] ]05
9 l6.67 70 78 l62 ]29 83 6] ]00 99
]0 ]8.52 75 75 ]56 ]32 87 6] 97 ]0]
]l 20.37 76 7] ]56 l35 85 62 100 ]03
]2 22.22 76 76 ]44 ]35 83 59 ]00 ]06
]3 24.08 77 74 ]47 ]34 87 59 98 100
]4 25.93 78 68 ]44 134 82 6] 95 98
15 27.78 76 73 l52 ]32 95 65 9] 95
]6 29.63 8] 65 ]53 ]35 94 62 93 92
]7 3].48 84 65 ]48 ]32 95 66 94 94
]8 33.34 84 70 ]]7 ]32 94 68 93 94
19 34.]9 8] 67 ]26 133 89 64 93 89
20 37.04 73 66 ]35 ]33 90 60 95 93
2] 38.89 74 69 ]23 ]34 86 59 95 92
22 40.74 75 7] ]]4 ]36 80 60 9] 88
23 42.60 75 69 ]]5 ]26 85 53 89 92
24 44.45 72 70 ]]2 ]26 84 58 86 92
25 46.30 75 68 ]]6 132 81 56 86 95
26 48.15 73 69 ]]4 126 77 62 90 95
27 50.00 80 68 ]]4 ]20 75 57 85 9]
28 5].86 83 70 ]]2 ]]6 83 55 86 89
29 53.71 77 69 ]13 ]17 89 52 93 84
30 55.56 76 68 ]]4 ]]2 9] 49 99 85
3] 57.4] 77 66 ]]5 ]00 8] 57 96 88
32 59.26 76 66 l]0 94 75 50 97 92
aLocationgiven in nauticalmiles and kilometers; 0 n. mi. = Point A';
32 n. mi. = Point B.
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TABLE 33.- CESSNA 402 OZONE DATA IN ppb FOR LEG E . F
Locationa August 4, ]977, at time, August 5, ]977,
EDT, of - at time, EDT,
of -
0917 to 0947 ]620 to ]648 0100 to ]029
n. mi. km Ozone, ppb, at altitude,m, of -
450 900 450 900 450 900
0 0 65 79 85 97 78 73
] ].85 65 78 85 96 85 74
2 3.70 65 77 94 ]07 79 77
3 5.56 72 73 85 ]09 80 80
4 7.4] 67 78 92 ]06 79 77
5 9.26 74 77 94 ]00 77 80
6 ]].]] 68 77 96 9] 76 80
7 ]2.96 74 75 84 9] 78 80
8 ]4.82 74 75 9] 82 78 72
9 ]6.67 74 74 88 78 76 48
]0 ]8.52 78 77 90 82 76 53
]] 20.37 74 76 93 82 76 5]
]2 22.22 70 76 95 78 77 56
]3 24.08 68 77 96 8] 8] 55
]4 25.93 67 77 97 82 87 58
]5 27.78 77 76 96 87 83 6]
]6 29.63 74 74 87 85 90 59
]7 3].48 70 75 85 8] 82 59
]8 33.34 59 75 90 8] 80 59
]9 35.]9 63 69 96 84 8] 54
20 37.04 69 72 96 77 80 64
2] 38.89 75 72 ]04 79 82 64
22 40.74 7] 72 ]09 90 84 67
23 42.60 75 7] ]]2 89 85 73
24 44.45 76 70 ]]2 ]00 86 7]
25 46.30 76 7] ]]9 ]06 84 75
26 48.]5 77 73 ]2] ]]0 84 73
27 50.00 74 7] ]24 ]06 8] 73
28 5].86 73 74 ]]8 ]00 84 73
29 53.7] 74 67 ]]] ]05 82 74
30 55.56 73 72 ]]] ]]0 78 73
aLocationgiven in nauticalmiles and kilometers;
0 n. mi. = Point E; 30 n. mi. = Point F.
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TABLE 34.- CESSNA 402 OZONE DATA IN ppb FOR LEG G . H
August 5, ]977,
Locationa August 4, ]977, at time, at time, EDT,
EDT, of - of -
095] to ]018 ]550 to ]616 ]426 to ]455
mi. km Ozone, ppb, at altitude,m, of-
450 900 450 900 450 900
0 0 7] 69 85 83 89 89
] ].85 73 69 82 80 87 88
2 3.70 74 69 84 83 84 88
3 5.56 73 72 84 80 86 88
4 7.4] 72 74 83 79 84 83
5 9.26 73 74 85 8] 82 83
6 ]].]] 75 74 85 8] 80 82
7 ]2.96 76 7] 85 81 83 82
8 ]4.82 79 73 84 8] 79 75
9 ]6.67 80 73 86 79 78 76
]0 ]8.52 74 72 85 81 79 77
]] 20.37 8] 74 89 79 80 77
]2 22.22 83 74 9] 78 78 74
]3 24.08 80 72 85 79 79 73
]4 25.93 82 75 83 79 76 75
]5 27.78 79 70 86 8] 79 76
]6 29.63 76 77 83 84 78 74
]7 3].48 76 76 89 84 82 7]
]8 33.34 76 77 93 84 82 69
]9 35.19 72 76 97 89 83 73
20 37.04 74 77 96 90 86 80
2] 38.89 7] 76 ]0] 9] 80 80
22 40.74 69 77 ]02 95 83 75
23 42.60 79 77 ]02 97 76 72
24 44.45 69 75 ]02 93 77 7]
25 46.30 60 76 99 9] 80 7]
26 48.15 67 80 101 97 78 70
aLocationgiven in nauticalmiles and kilometers;
n. mi. = Point G; 26 n. mi. = Point H.
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TABLE 35.- CESSNA 402 OZONE DATA IN ppb FOR LEG I . J
August 5, ]977,
Locationa August 4, ]977, at time, at time,EDT,
EDT, of - of -
]027 to ]]0] ]509 to ]544 ]039 to ]]]7
n. mi. km Ozone,ppb, at altitude,m, of -
450 900 450 900 450 900
0 0 74 65 82 70 76 66
] ].85 80 69 82 75 74 68
2 3.70 79 70 87 78 7] 55
3 5.56 83 72 8] 76 68 64
4 7.4] 88 72 86 79 65 52
5 9.26 88 74 86 78 68 6]
6 ]].1] 80 75 87 76 68 63
7 ]2.96 86 74 83 78 60 62
8 ]4.82 80 72 84 75 65 62
9 ]6.67 80 72 86 80 69 54
]0 ]8.52 78 70 87 79 74 60
]] 20.37 7] 73 87 79 77 68
]2 22.22 75 75 92 86 80 58
]3 24.08 7] 75 97 88 74 60
]4 25.93 67 74 92 83 77 69
]5 27.78 68 73 88 86 74 59
]6 29.63 74 72 83 86 7] 59
]7 3].48 70 72 8] 85 68 6]
]8 33.34 69 75 76 79 7] 53
]9 35.]9 70 73 79 74 67 6]
20 37.04 72 76 78 74 72 62
2] 38.89 73 73 78 72 70 6]
22 40.]4 72 75 80 73 7] 60
23 42.60 70 75 82 74 73 58
24 44.45 68 73 78 75 7] 72
25 46.30 64 77 79 72 74 6]
26 48.]5 70 77 76 7] 72 64
27 50.00 67 77 79 7] 73 63
28 5].86 69 79 76 75 79 58
29 53.7] 66 76 79 70 77 63
30 55.56 63 80 75 72 76 76
3] 57.42 63 78 77 73 79 76
32 59.27 66 79 77 72 74 70
33 6].]2 66 77 79 69 77 72
34 62.98 65 79 77 68 75 72
35 64.83 70 78 77 72 74 7]
36 66.68 69 77 75 7] 78 74
37 68.53 65 80 80 7] 76 72
38 70.38 68 8] 77 75 79 72
39 72.24 64 79 75 73 74 72
40 74.09 72 8] 75 72 7] 73
aLocationgiven in nauticalmilesand kilometers;
0 n. mi. = Point I; 40 n. mi. = PointJ.
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TABLE 36.- CESSNA 402 OZONE DATA IN ppb FOR LEG K . L
Locationa August 4, ]977, at time, August 5, ]977,at time, EDT,
EDT, of - of -
]]]2 to ]]32 ]440 to ]500 ]347 to ]407
n. mi. km Ozone, ppb, at altitude,m, of -
450 900 450 900 450 900
0 0 67 65 74 66 64 60
] ].85 68 67 76 69 68 60
2 3.70 73 65 74 72 7] 58
3 5.56 66 67 76 7] 72 58
4 7.4] 67 67 76 69 75 62
5 9.26 68 67 74 70 76 67
6 ]].]] 68 7] 72 7] 78 6]
7 ]2.96 75 73 76 66 85 67
8 ]4.82 73 73 75 70 78 69
9 ]6.67 70 72 74 67 76 68
]0 ]8.52 68 7] 77 7] 76 65
]] 20.37 6] 72 76 70 74 6]
]2 22.22 66 74 80 69 70 60
]3 24.08 65 76 82 70 7] 60
]4 25.93 56 72 83 79 68 60
]5 27.78 58 69 88 75 63 54
]6 29.63 59 7] 87 8] 62 50
]7 3].48 69 72 84 76 6] 49
]8 33.34 66 70 80 80 65 55
]9 35.]9 67 68 78 76 65 48
20 37.04 68 68 69 68 67 55
aLocationgiven in nauticalmiles and kilometers;
0 n. mi. = Point K; 20 n. mi. = Point L.
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TABLE 37.- CESSNA 402 OZONE DATA IN ppb FOR LEG M . N
August 5, ]977,
Locationa August 4, ]977, at time, at time, EDT,
EDT, of - of -
]]39 to ]207 ]356 to ]424 ]]34 to ]202
n. mi. km Ozone, ppb, at altitude,m, of-
450 900 450 900 450 900
0 0 76 64 7] 65 8] 63
] ].85 69 7] 72 68 77 59
2 3.70 73 68 72 65 76 67
3 5.56 67 58 73 6] 78 58
4 7.4] 69 62 70 64 78 66
5 9.26 66 62 75 62 77 60
6 ]].]] 68 66 75 62 76 62
7 ]2.96 62 63 75 63 76 65
8 ]4.82 62 65 75 65 7] 69
9 ]6.67 64 67 75 64 73 7]
]0 ]8.52 63 60 75 65 77 66
]] 20.37 65 68 75 62 76 64
]2 22.22 63 76 70 64 79 66
]3 24.08 65 69 7] 62 85 6]
]4 25.93 65 7] 69 64 80 63
]5 27.78 66 73 68 62 82 69
]6 29.63 65 63 64 6] 84 5]
]7 3].48 66 63 63 60 93 64
]8 33.34 68 66 63 57 86 80
]9 35.]9 69 63 62 55 89 8]
20 37.04 60 60 68 55 93 74
2] 38.89 70 63 64 53 90 63
22 40.74 65 72 63 54 85 80
23 42.60 69 74 66 55 87 94
24 44.45 72 72 63 57 85 86
25 46.30 75 78 66 43 83 90
26 48.]5 72 84 67 5] 93 88
27 50.00 69 7] 70 5] 83 86
28 5].86 74 66 67 42 84 85
29 53.7] 66 63 68 42 80 70
30 55.56 72 62 67 46 78 69
aLocationgiven in nauticalmiles and kilometers;
0 n. mi. = Point M; 30 n. mi. = Point N.
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TABLE 38.- CESSNA 402 OZONE DATA FOR LEGS A . B, C . D, and R . S
ON AUGUST 5, 1977
Lega A . B at Legb C . D at Legc R + S at
time, EDT, of- time,EDT, of- time, EDT, of -Location
1539 to 1621 1504 to 1534 1636 to 1703
Ozone,ppb, at altitude,m, of -
n. mi. km
450 900 50 900 450 900
0 0 108 104 94 132 114
1 1 .85 114 109 100 133 111
2 3.70 102 106 102 126 114
3 5.56 111 106 107 124 114
4 7.41 107 103 107 135 120
5 9.26 113 107 102 131 117
6 11.11 120 102 107 122 116
7 12.96 113 97 104 ]25 112
8 14.82 119 98 ]08 128 109
9 16.67 125 93 101 120 111
10 18.52 123 98 103 121 109
11 20.37 117 98 181 122 112
12 22.22 ]19 95 99 121 109
13 24.08 117 96 181 125 115
14 25.73 114 93 96 124 107
15 27.78 122 96 93 127 I19
16 29.63 I19 91 95 126 116
17 31.48 112 91 93 130 117
18 33.34 113 89 98 125 I19
19 35.19 109 82 99 123 114
20 37.04 105 101 83 95 125 113
21 38.89 108 182 86 92 121 113
22 40.74 I04 I00 85 91 119 109
23 42.60 109 103 92 91 119 110
24 44.45 108 94 86 78 112 111
25 46.30 108 104 93 81
26 48.15 I]3 99 87 79
27 50.80 120 181 98 77
28 51.56 132 102 99 75
29 53.71 128 187 105 97
30 55.56 118 102 109 102
31 57.41 122 104
32 59.26 115 I 04
33 61.12 115 109
34 62.98 I07 124
35 64.83 108 I19
36 66.68 I09 127
37 68.53 112 133
38 70.38 108 119
39 72.24 107 I15
40 74.09 108 108
41 75.94 104 106
42 77.79 102 103
43 79.65 ]02 107
44 81.50 99 105
45 83.35 100 181
46 85.20 102 101
47 87.05 100 99
48 88.91 97 I02
49 90.76 102 96
50 92.61 107 97
51 94.46 95 98
52 96•32 I00 96
a0 n. mi. = Point A; 20 n. mi. = PointA'; 52 n. mi. --PointB.
b0 n. mi. = Point C; 30 n. mi. = Point D.
c0 n. mi. = Point R; 24 n. mi. = PointS.
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TABLE 39.- AIRCRAFT DATA FOR NO/NO x
(a)August 4, ]977
Averageconcentration,
Flight leg Time, Altitude, ppb, for legEDT m
NO NOx
A . B 0833 910 40 +_ 6 44 _+ 6
0849 460 34 _+ 4 54 ± 6
E + F 0917 9]0 26 +_ 4 36 + 4
093] 460 30 _+ 6 44 ± 6
G + H 095] 9]0 26 ± 6 38 ± 6
]003 460 30 _+ 8 44 + ]0
!550 9]0 ]8 ± 6 30 ± 8
I + J ]026 910 24 + 8 36 ± ]0
]043 460 26 ± 4 36 _+]0
]509 9]0 24 ± 8 32 ± 8
]525 460 26 ± 6 30 ± ]0
K _ L ]]]2 910 26 _+ 4 30 ± 6
]440 910 24 ± 4 30 ± 4
]449 460 20 _+]0 36 ± 8
M + N ]355 910 30 ± 4 34 ± 4





Time, Altitude, ppb, for leg
Flight leg EDT m
NO NOx
A + B 0916 9]0 34 -+ 4 40 _+ 6
0930 460 34 +- 6 44 -+ 6
1539 910 20 +_ 6 30 -+ 8
1554 460 20 -+]0 26 + 8
1714 910 20 -+12 24 _+14
1729 460 18 -+]0 24 -+10
C + D 1504 910 22 + 8 32 + 10
1517 460 22 _+ 8 36 -+14
E + F 0959 910 25 _+ 6 34 _+ 8
1013 460 24 + 8 40 + 10
G+ H 1426 910 26 _+ 8 34 + ]2
1438 460 24 -+10 34 -+12
I + J 1039 910 24 _+10 34 + 8
1056 460 24 _+ 8 42 _+10
K + L 1348 910
1357 460 30 -+ 6 36 -+ 8
M + N ]134 910 24 -+10 36 + 12
1147 460 24 -+ 8 42 -+_8
R . S 1636 910 20 _+10 24 + ]2







Figure 1.- Southeastern Virginia urban plume study area.
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Figure 2.- Monitoringsites and flightlegs.
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Figure 3.- DouglasC-54 samplingpattern.
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Figure 4.- Cessna 402 samplingpattern.
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Figure 6.- Surface wind hourly averaged data from National Weather Service, August 4, l977.
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Figure 7.- Surface wind hourly averaged data from National Weather Service, August 5, 1977.
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Figure 12.- Hourly ozone data; August 4, 1977.
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Figure ]3.-Hourly ozone data; August 5, ]977.
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Figure 14.- Locationof grab sample measurementsfor CO/CH4;morning
flight of August 4, ]977.
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Figure ]5.- Locationof grab samplemeasurementsfor a CO/CH4; afternoon
flight of August 4, ]977.
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Figure ]6.- Location of grab sample measurements for CO/CH4; morning




Figure ]7.- Locationof grab samplemeasurementsfor CO/CH4;afternoon
flightof August 5, ]977.
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Figure ]8.- Altitudeprofile for DouglasC-54 over site at LangleyAir Force Base
(]230 to ]330 EDT) duringgrab samplemeasurementsfor CO/CH4.
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Figure 23.-Ozone data frommorning flightof August 4, ]977, at 450-m altitude.
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Figure 26.- Ozone data from afternoon flight of August 5, ]977,
at 450-m altitude.
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Figure 27.- Ozone altitude profiles for August 4, 1977.
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Figure 28.- Dewpointaltitudeprofilesfor August 4, 1977.
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Figure 29.- Ozone altitudeprofilesfor August 5, 1977.
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Figure 29.- Concluded.
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Figure 30.- Dewpointaltitudeprofilesfor August 5, 1977.
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